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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation
My beloved sons and daughters, an incarnation is not a Sunday walk, even if you are
taught from the satanic side that the combination of "bread and games" is quite good to
live with. This idea was implanted in many minds, whereby simultaneously a search for the
meaning of life receded into the background, often into the very last place, and there was
no room left for Me. This does not mean that those with whom life is not so good will find it
easier to recognize the guidance of a loving God in everything.
A lack of knowledge about the meaning and the prospects of an incarnation is the reason
why many people go through the years of their lives without ever seriously asking
themselves the question "Why? This is true for rich and poor alike, because most people
struggle with worries, thoughts about the future and - often repressed - fears day in, day
out.
If a soul decides to descend into matter and enter a still small, human body, it usually does
so because it recognizes and wants to perceive the many possibilities of learning that an
earth life offers. But there are also those whose motives are completely different: They
incarnate to fulfill wishes, to live their passions, to enjoy the feeling of power or to serve
the dark power that promises them the feeling of superiority for a few years. In doing so, it
conceal that a rude awakening is waiting for it's vassals - who are nothing more than
puppets of the opposite side - when their earthly eyes close.
In earlier revelations I reminded you that darkness - that is, the formerly pure beings of the
heavens, those who caused the fall of the angels - never gave up their fight against Me
and you. If this were the case, there would have been an orderly return of all (!) children
long ago, lovingly initiated with My help. However, their rebellion and uninterrupted
resistance still exist, at present even to an increased degree, which must be clear to
anyone who has retained an honest and fearless view of world events.
The opposite of knowledge, remorse and reparation is and remains on the - on their agenda. It is even intensified because attempts are made to mitigate or avert the
consequences of an unlawful act by further tricky moves, which also undermine My
Commandment of Love. Your world gets more and more out of control and the mostly

unknown masterminds behind the machinations get more and more into the defensive.
They do not know it yet. The dark forces from the satanic realms, however, which move
many of your mighty ones like puppets, already suspect that their hour has struck. Some
of them know it too.
But it doesn't worry them very much; they feel relatively safe in their astral world because it
doesn't yet affect them directly. On the other hand, the effects of their shameful actions are
becoming more and more apparent on earth. But for the time being it is not the seducers
who are affected, but the people; and among them especially those who have "built their
lives on sand", which means: those who live without an inner connection with Me, their
Creator. But also the causers of the eschatological event which is looming on the horizon
and which is recognised by all the awakened ones not only since today, are subject to the
law of sowing and reaping.
And according to My law, no-one can escape from My law! It is a law of love that is built on
mutual help and support, on goodwill and forbearance, on patience and tolerance. A
violation of this commandment inevitably entails corresponding consequences. In My
teachings about the law of cause and effect, I as Jesus of Nazareth, have explained this
principle to the people. It is no longer taught in it's original form.
Everyone will ultimately sit in judgement on himself and recognise his behaviour directed
against My love-commandment as wrong. And yet I will not offend anyone, but will give
everyone the opportunity to return into the bosom of his heavenly family; also to the causer
of the case including the fellow combatants following him. For I Am love.
I have also already told you that both sides - that is, both the light and the dark - can be
effective on your world only indirectly, because they need people who can put into effect
on matter what they intended, which was often planned long and hard over decades and
centuries (1). Heaven and it's spiritual helpers observe the free will of man in every case;
the opposing forces do not. They look for people whom they can address and reach on the
basis of their soul-structure, whereby the law of spiritual attraction regulates this kind of
mostly unnoticed communication.
The tactics of My and your opponents are also working at the moment because they feel
themselves safe because of the ignorance of My human children; because they are not or
hardly known as the dark, the destructive. They can work unrecognised, and therefore
their game is not perceived. Who knows about the reality of evil, which reigns
uninterruptedly in your world, and which tries - very often with success - to leave it's traces
in every event, also in your personal areas?
Perhaps now one or the other will understand why, in addition to My loving admonitions,
My calls to love one's neighbour, My appeals to peaceableness, My reminders to remain
courageous and positive, and My requests to come closer to Me in your everyday life, I
also repeatedly point out the dangers that threaten you out of the invisible; especially then
and because without this enlightenment and without this knowledge, you have nothing or

hardly anything to oppose the ingeniously planned and presented attacks and are
therefore not or only very inadequately armed.
The reason why I repeatedly address this aspect is that it is very often forgotten, because
you are distracted from it's importance by daily business. For it is not just any hypothesis,
but a fact, a very real proceeding of the seducer, who puts stone after stone in your way.
All too quickly, people tend to forget even what they have recognized as right and
important in their everyday life, which constantly floods them with new information and
presents them with new problems.
*
You will never have asked yourself the question whether an angel, that is, a being of the
pure-spiritual heavens, has an immune system. Nevertheless, I will give you the answer:
No inhabitant of the heavens needs an immune system, as you as humans possess one.
Or in other words: His selfless and unconditional love is his unconquerable immune
system. Nothing can - in the heavens anyway - penetrate into anything else that has a
higher vibration than the "attacker" himself! Internalize this principle, and you will
understand many things that still and again and again raise many questions for you.
You as humans have an immune system. Without it you would not be able to survive in the
"hostile atmosphere" of your earth. This is another reason why an incarnation always
poses a risk. Far more dangerous, because it can have far-reaching consequences, is a
weak psychological immune system. You will never have thought about that.
Every soul, i.e. the spirit-being in man, is equipped with an immune system, which is
supposed to prevent being defenselessly exposed to attacks from the invisible darkness. It
works similarly to your physical defense and makes itself felt, for example, through your
conscience, your good intentions, your love of neighbour and much more, and prevents
bad decisions and actions. Every defense can be eliminated; in the physical, among other
things, by an corresponding health-endangering way of life, in the spiritual, among other
things, by whispers and temptations of negative forces, which otherwise would not be able
to overcome your protective wall.
One of the most popular approaches to darkness is the creation of fear. It weakens not
only the physical, but also the psychological immune system. And every weakening means
a penetrable doorway, with which your "fortress man" is forced to open itself to the
guidelines and ideas of the satanic side. If you follow fear, then you have little chance of
"your self" to remain and being able to look at and evaluate things calmly and objectively.
Do I have to emphasize at this point that fear is not compatible with love and is always
connected with a lack of trust in Me and in My guidance? To be free of fear and worry does
not mean to close one's eyes to real dangers. But it means: To recognize the fear itself, it's
producers or senders and their intentions, if necessary also to do something against it
outwardly, but otherwise to place oneself into My hands and to take the next steps on the
basis of the experiences made with Me in the past, full of trust. To let oneself be "driven

mad," to be thrown off-center, does not exactly point to spiritual sovereignty and to seeing
through the intentions of the opposite side that wants to take your freedom.
Whoever says that he still lacks trust may - especially when he has known Me for a long
time and has had enough opportunity to "test" Me - ask himself the question, how many
experiences he has already made with Me in his past …
But it is never too late to start and thus, metaphorically speaking, to enter the ark in time.
A basic human need is the desire for security. If he has the feeling that this security is
endangered or missing, the desire for it becomes bigger and more pronounced. Then he
does everything to get back in the longed-for security or to find it at all. By "the next wave"
we mean the effects of previously sown bad seed. This bad seed hangs over humanity like
a sword of Damocles. But this is not believed, often due to the ignorance mentioned
above.
On the other hand, many believe that the mighty of this world can offer you the security
you hope for. They forget that good fruit cannot grow from bad seed. If it had been a good
seed in the sense of selfless love and mutual help, which your superiors and many of their
followers and supporters have sown in the past, then your earth would have been on the
way to become a flourishing paradise.
Is it like that? Just because you have been spared a few decades of direct war, many of
you already consider this state of affairs the way to a better future.
Wake up, My sons and daughters! No power can override My laws. The past years of
relative calm should not put you to sleep. On the contrary, they should inspire you to use
this time to shape your future life with Me, untroubled and with less anxiety. You had time
to reflect, think about the really important things and, if necessary, set a new course for the
remaining time of your life.
Blessed is the one who has used the years or will use the time before him. He has
recognized the safe haven, which is the only one that offers protection and security. He
has understood what it means - in the figurative sense - to enter the ark at the right time,
namely:
To begin to gradually implement My commandment of love in his everyday life, specifically
with the people with whom he lives and who he meets. He has begun to discuss
everything with Me and to hand over to Me his small and great concerns, knowing that it is
I who directs the destinies of the world, but also the steps of each individual. He has
entered into an ever closer union with Me; he has consciously let Me become his brother
and friend in Jesus Christ, the love in Me.
Anyone who has decided to live such a life and then made the appropriate effort has
already entered the ark. He also experiences the real security, which is expressed in the
form of freedom, courage and sincerity, in which fears and worries have no place anymore.

Are you ready yet? Then you know what I'm talking about. Then we already go hand in
hand. Then you are already a light that also illuminates the paths of your neighbor. Or do
you want it to become so in your life because you are not yet ready? Then give Me your
'yes', your honest 'yes', which has love for Me as it's foundation, and you will experience
what security means.
But as long as you have not yet internalised that you are spiritual beings who have only
gone into matter for a short period of time, so long can you be manipulated, taken captive
and kept captive, and led through the arena of this world like trained animals. This is not
worthy of you because you are My sons and daughters, creatures of love, possessing an
inherent, all-encompassing consciousness, which, however, is currently not yet developed
to the desired extent. But it is awaiting the ability to unfold. This is one of the reasons why
a soul decides to incarnate.
When you read "internalized", be aware that this means more than just knowing that your
humanity is not your true nature. It means to live with this heart-conviction and to build
your actions on it. Then you begin to direct your steps towards the ark. It also shows you
that you believe My words. Just reading or hearing them does not bring you any profit. For
then they are no more than letters on a piece of paper that you put aside when you have
skimmed over the contents. The ark - your safety - thus remains far removed.
*
The rulers of the satanic-demonic hierarchy are masters of lies, pretense and manipulation
(2). They have at their disposal the entire instrumentarium of seduction, which has a scope
that is unimaginable for you and is equipped with all thinkable and unthinkable
sophistication. These powers will not take human tools that practice charity and whose
thinking and acting is based on philanthropy. They would not succeed anyway because of
spiritual repulsion. They must therefore find people through whose character traits they
can bring their intentions into the world and put them into practice there.
This principle will not suit everyone.
In their long-term planning, the opposing forces proceed in a way that is basically known to
your strategists in politics, economics and the military, but which they do not know or
master in this level of sophistication. It won't hurt to think about it once in a while. For you
are confronted again and again with tasks that are easier to solve in this way. Dealing with
it and not just getting started or working on it, would often save you work and
disappointment. It applies to your daily activities as well as to your spiritual work.
This is how the dark ones plan: they set themselves a goal, to be realized either in the
short or long term. Then the individual steps are determined, whereby the question is very
important: What conditions must be present to achieve the desired result? It is about
the step that has to be taken beforehand, so that it can serve as a basis for the next
step. Once this prerequisite has been met in planning terms, they consider what needs to

be done beforehand, i.e. what needs to be set up or brought about so that the next step
can be successful.
This was also how it was done when almost 2,000 years ago, they began to falsify My
simple teaching of love. Their own ideas were "installed" in the minds to begin with, on
which further deviations could be built up unnoticed - until the original was no longer
recognisable.
If all this seems too theoretical to you, take a practical example: If you want to build
something, you first have to address the question of financing. If there is not enough
money, you have to think about how to get the money or a loan. If there are several
options available, you have to decide which one should be used. Then it must be
considered whether the monthly installments can be covered. If this is not so easy to do,
we will check how to get or earn additional money. And so on, and so on ... This procedure
even applies if you are only planning your vacation.
If you want to build prudently and ensure the success of your project, you will not be able
to avoid going through the individual steps, not be guided by pressing desires, consider
risks and assess them correctly or be prepared to plan differently if circumstances require
it.
The goal of the darkness is set. Since it did not succeed in building up it's own creation
after leaving the heavens, the aim was to entangle humans more and more in guilt, in
order to make their way to their heavenly homeland more difficult, or impossible. My deed
of redemption on Golgotha also prevented this. Now, in one of many steps, it is a matter of
making the conditions on your planet so hostile to life in the long run that the earth is no
longer suitable as a training ground for souls willing to incarnate to the same extent as
before. Sickness, need and misery should furthermore contribute to people losing more
and more faith in Divine justice. Superficial pleasures, which are supposed to make people
forget the meaning of life, do the rest.
What kind of atmosphere - if you want to practice heart-logic - which I teach you - must be
created beforehand, in order to be able to bring mankind easier and faster than before on
the desired course, and if possible, worldwide, because that promises the greatest
success? The technical possibilities for this are available to you today in sufficient measure
so that far more people can be manipulated at once than was the case in earlier times.
Whereby the principle of the procedure has remained the same since time immemorial.
Remember that the sharpest weapon of the other side is fear. Fear can be controlled at
will, especially if you offer them a security-concept as a solution, which they are only too
happy to agree to in the hope that they will then be free of all worries and able to put aside
all restrictions. Is this "concept of security" founded by those who designed it with the
desire to help and serve? Or are there possibly other interests behind it? You have to ask
yourself these questions. You will find the right answers when your consciousness has
already sharpened accordingly and your soul-immune system is intact. And it is still intact
or will be again, if you stay alert or wake up.

That is why I call you more strongly to vigilance. This can be uncomfortable, because then
you may have to deal with many things that you would actually rather avoid. There is also
the "danger" that you will become disillusioned because you will have to take off your rosecolored glasses, which you had put on - similar to an infatuation.
The real danger, however, is to keep your eyes closed as a precaution so that you do not
have to recognize the signs of the times. "Just don't wake up" is written on the signs of
your seducers, which have been uninterruptedly presented to you - and this for many
centuries, but now on greater scale and more consistently than ever before. "Waking up
can be harmful to your harmony, which is important to you." That it is an illusory harmony
based on entertaining and distracting illusions, is not revealed to you. If someone does,
you can be sure that few will believe his words.
*
A mood in which the reins are being pulled ever tighter, inevitably ensures that many
people not only agree with it in the end, but even downright long for apparent solutions to
be implemented as soon as possible so that fears can evaporate and normality can return.
In this way, it is gradually becoming a general wish that the security that every person
urgently desires, may quickly become an everyday standard again.
But is it really this security that man needs? Perhaps then when he does not know the
assurance in Me or does not believe in Me and My word. But most people do not know the
price they pay for the security the world offers, which is praised with all it's advantages.
This price is like a spiritual deprivation of freedom and can only be repaid with great effort
and toil. Which means that it is not easy, but with My help, still possible to free oneself
from the sticky web of the seductive spider.
Freedom, along with dignity, is one of the most beautiful gifts I have given to all My
children. So the evil will try to start here and take both from you. You can only avoid this
logic if you question or reject the correctness of My enlightening words; which is of course
your right, without this changing anything about My love for you.
External freedom can be taken away from you temporarily, for example by restricting your
movement. Can you also be restricted in your inner freedom? If this succeeds, be it
through the generation of fear or through worried thoughts, it is always a proof that you - if
you want to, because you consider it important - should work with Me to strengthen your
soul's immune system. Because this inner work will not bear it's fruits tomorrow, it is
important not to postpone a decision to place oneself under My protection until the fictional
doomsday. For nobody - except Me - knows the day and the hour.
So the fruits of your work cannot show themselves immediately in their full extent, because
here, too, it is true that it has to be carried out step by step. One thing builds on the other,
one thing serves as the basis for the following inner growth. The necessary prerequisites
must therefore also be given here so that your soul-maturing, which I accompany with My
love, rests on a firm foundation.

And yet there is only one prerequisite, a basic prerequisite, needed to go immediately
consciously to My hand, to immediately take your reserved place in My heart: your earnest
and sincere readiness to want to walk your path of life with Me in the future.
I must therefore wait so long until you come to Me and give Me your 'yes', because I have
given you free will, which I never violate. But if you decide to take this step, there will be no
waiting time - not even for a nanosecond - because at the same moment, My Love will set
everything in motion and mobilise all the necessary powers of heaven necessary to set
your course anew and bring you safely into the Ark.
Take this step, My son, My daughter, for love! And in doing so, leave aside everything that
is possibly still present in anxious motives, or because you perhaps believe that you can
also negotiate external advantages with such a connection. Devotion is the magic word
that opens the door to My heart wide for you.
Do not be frightened, My beloved ones. Also and above all not through My earnest words,
which serve your protection. Love will prevail, but it will spare no-one a necessary
learning process. But it will make it easier so that you can recognize it for what it is and
understand that it will lead you into freedom as long as you accept it, go through the
process with My help and so carry out the transformation of heaviness into lightness and
light.
Amen.
(1) See also the revelations of 8.9.2020 and 9.10.2020
(2) In John 8:44, Jesus speaks of the devil as the father of lies

